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Abstract 

 

Organic rankine cycle (ORC) is environment friendly waste low heat energy recovery system, 

utilizing organic working fluid instead of steam utilized in classic rankine cycle. Different types of 

organic working fluids, which are mainly wet,dry and isentropic, can be used in ORC systems. 

Isentropic fluids are highly usable, also freons and their alternatives demonstrate similar system 

responses in ORC system. Thus, organic fluid selection is an important case in terms of not only 

efficiency, energy and exergy but also safety and environmental concerns. In this study, an organic 

rankine cycled system with different organic working fluids, which are R134a, R245fa, R152a, R11, 

R113 and R32 was simulated via a simulation software. After simulations, the results were analyzed 

thermodynamically and compared mathematically. According to these results, the highest system 

thermal efficiency value as 0,26 was gained with the R11 working fluid. Then, the system thermal 

efficiency with R113 is 0,21, and then it is 0,20 with R245fa, then the system thermal efficiency with 

R134a is 0,14, and then it is 0,13 with R152a, and lastly the lowest thermal efficiency is 0,05 with 

R32, respectively, under same working conditions. Moreover, the biggest generator work is supplied 

with R11 as 826 kW, then with R152a as 600 kW, then with R113 as 516 kW, then with R245fa as 

509 kW, then with R134a as 397 kW, then with R32 the lowest generator work value as 191 kW. 

Accordingly, as a result, R11, and then R113 supplied the best performance values for this ORC 

system, respectively. Further future studies on this subject area is on spot and continuing. 
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Altı Farklı Islak, Kuru ve İzentropik Çalışma Akışkanıyla Organik Rankin 

Çevrimli (ORÇ) Bir Sistemin Termodinamik Analizi ve Karşılaştırılması 
 

Özlem BOYDAK1*, İsmail EKMEKÇİ2*, Mustafa YILMAZ3* 

 

Özet 

 

Organik rankine çevrimi (ORÇ), klasik rankine çevriminde kullanılan buhar yerine organik çalışma 

sıvısı kullanan çevre dostu atık düşük ısı enerjisi geri kazanım sistemidir. ORÇ sistemlerinde 

ağırlıklı olarak yaş, kuru ve izentropik olmak üzere farklı tipte organik çalışma sıvıları kullanılabilir. 

İzentropik akışkanlar oldukça kullanışlıdır, ayrıca freonlar ve alternatifleri ORÇ sisteminde benzer 

sistem tepkileri gösterir. Bu nedenle organik sıvı seçimi sadece verimlilik, enerji ve ekserji açısından 

değil, aynı zamanda güvenlik ve çevresel kaygılar açısından da önemli bir durumdur. Bu çalışmada, 

R134a, R245fa, R152a, R11, R113 ve R32 olmak üzere farklı organik çalışma akışkanlarına sahip 

bir organik rankine çevrimli sistem bir simülasyon yazılımı ile simüle edilmiştir. Simülasyonlardan 

sonra sonuçlar termodinamik açıdan analiz edildi ve matematiksel olarak karşılaştırıldı. Bu sonuçlara 

göre 0,26 ile en yüksek sistem ısıl verim değeri R11 çalışma akışkanı ile elde edilmiştir. Ardından, 

R113 ile sistem termal verimliliği 0,21 ve ardından R245fa ile 0,20, ardından R134a ile sistem 

termal verimliliği 0,14 ve ardından R152a ile 0,13 ve son olarak en düşük termal verim verimlilik, 

aynı çalışma koşullarında R32 ile sırasıyla 0,05'tir. Ayrıca en büyük jeneratör işi 826 kW olarak R11, 

ardından 600 kW olarak R152a, ardından 516 kW olarak R113, daha sonra 509 kW olarak R245fa, 

ardından 397 kW olarak R134a, daha sonra en düşük jeneratör çalışma değeri R32 ile 

sağlanmaktadır. 191 kW olarak. Buna göre, sonuç olarak, R11 ve ardından R113, sırasıyla bu ORÇ 

sistemi için en iyi performans değerlerini sağladı. Bu konu ile ilgili gelecekte yapılacak çalışmalar 

yerinde ve devam etmektedir. 

 

 Anahtar Kelimeler : ORÇ, organik çalışma sıvıları, enerji verimliliği, enerji geri kazanım sistemi, çalışma 

sıvısı seçimi, termodinamik analiz. 

  

1. Introduction 
 

ORC system utilization in energy systems is rather eligible for environment as it recovers low 

waste heat and produces electrical energy back. The low-temperature energy sources of ORC 

systems are mainly at temperatures of 80 ◦C to 150 ◦C. ORC system consists of condenser, pump, 

evaporator and generator parts as seen in Figure 2, for low heat energy recovery and electricity 

production [1-3].  

 

The first ORCs were utilized in 19th century, and then gained attention in the 21st century power 

industry. In 1904, Willsie designed two solar ORC engines with capacities of 4.5 kW and 11 kW, 

utilizing sulfur dioxide as the working fluid. After that, D’Amelio constructed a geothermal plant 

using ethylene as the working fluid and acted until 1950 [3-5]. Taking into consideration the 

commercial ORC plants, Ormat and Turboden guide the ORC industry. Ormat has built more than 

3000 units up to 4 kW and more than 500 units of 1–25 MW [5-7]. 

 

Organic fluid selection is important for the efficiency, availability and safety of the ORC as being 

organic fluid utilized system. Mainly, a fine working fluid should reveal not only low toxicity, 

good material compatibility and fluid stability limits, low flammability, corrosion, and fouling 

characteristics but also high system performance [7,8]. Working fluids can generally be classified 

as dry, wet and isentropic fluids based on their slope of saturated vapour phase in T-s curves. 

Vapor saturation curve of wet fluid (e.g., R134a, R152a, R32,) has a negative slope, resulting in a 

two-phase mixture upon isentropic expansion. A dry fluid (e.g., R113) has a positive slope, while 

an isentropic (e.g., R245fa, R11) has an infinitely large slope, the fact that the vapor saturation line 

on a T-s diagram is vertical for these fluids as seen in Figure 1 [8,9]. 
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Figure 1. Three types of working fluids: dry, isentropic and wet 

 

Since optimum working fluid selection is a significant phenomenon for ORC systems, there are 

related studies about ORC working fluids. Although, water, the main Rankine cycle fluid, is in the 

wet classification; dry and isentropic fluids are offered more valid for ORC applications by 

research [9-11]. Various review research about ORC systems and working fluids [11-13] propose 

different analogies from the first and second law efficiency, work output, total irreversibility, 

exergy efficiency and net work output. The results are tabulated and shown in Table 1 [4,13,14].  

 
Table 1. Working fluid selection for different temperature ranges by different researches 

 

 
 

There are this study related literature such as, Wang et al. assayed the efficiency of nine pure 

organic fluids at particular actuating districts and attained that R11, R141b, R113 and R123 

demonstrated barely higher thermodynamic performances than the others, and that R245fa and 

R245ca were the most environmental friendly working fluids for engine waste heat-recovery 

adhibitions [15]. Qiu collated and rectified the eight most generally used working fluids and 

evolved a efficiency echelon with the help of the spinal point method [16]. Chen et al. [17] 

resumed pure working fluids for subcritical and supercritical organic Rankine cycle; Tchanche et 

al. [18] and Fredy et al. [19] also reviewed all kinds of ORC applications; Qiu et al. [20] 

summarized several expansion machines and picked an expander implemented in micro CHP 

systems. Hun Kang experimentally and theoretically inspected an ORC for generating electric 

power utilizing a low-temperature heat origin and R245fa as a working fluid [21]. Quoilin et al. 

defined ORC practices, markets and costs, working fluid selection, and expansion part matters 

[22]. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 
 

Within this study, a thermodynamic analysis of a ORC system working with six different organic 

fluids was performed with a simulation software and then performances of the ORC system was 

compared accordingly. This paper was based on its first version published in the ICEANS 2022 

proceedings [6]. These six different working fluids were wet fluids R134a, R32, R152a, isentropic 

fluids R11, R245fa and dry fluid R113. Each simulation was performed on the same ORC system 

the schematic of which is demonstrated in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the ORC  

 

As shown in Figure 2, between points 1-2 expansion, between points 2-3 condensing, between 

points 3-4 pumping and between points 4-1 evaporating are the elements of this ORC. 

Accordingly, the related T-s diagram of this ORC system can be observed from Figure 3 [22-24]. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. T-s diagram of the ORC  

 

From this T-s diagram seen in Figure 3, the ORC temperature and entropy values related points are 

shown. In order to conduct the thermodynamic analysis, the basic energy and exergy equations are 

applied to the ORC in terms of six different working fluids [24,25]. 

 

2.1. Working Fluid Selection 

 

Working fluid selection is one of the most significant concerns for designing ORC system, and 

accordingly Table 2 demonstrates the general organic working fluids utilized in ORCs [25]. 

Working fluid selection of ORC system is tougher than other thermodynamic cycles, such as 

Kalina cycle and compression refrigeration cycle, due to not only rather various heat source types 

and working conditions, but also hundreds of substances including hydrocarbons, aromatic 

hydrocarbons, ethers, perfluorocarbons, CFCs, alcohols, siloxanes and inorganics etc. utilizable as 

working fluid applicants of ORC [25,26]. 
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ORC working fluids can be categorized as Hydrocarbons and aromatic hydrocarbons having 

favourable thermodynamic properties and flammability concerns; Perfluorocarbons which are 

intensely stable with intense molecular complexity and thermodynamically unfavourable; 

Siloxanes which are conspicuous for low toxicity and flammability level; high molecular mass; 

extended utilization as a high temperature heat transporter and often existing as mixtures rather 

than as pure fluids, Isobaric condensation and evaporation are not isothermal and indicate a certain 

shift; Partially flouro-substituted straight chain hydrocarbons mainly zero ODP fluids; Ethers and 

fluorinated ether which have flammability and toxicity concerns are thermodynamically 

unfavourable; Alcohols, which have flammability concerns, are soluble in water and 

thermodynamically unfavourable; Inorganics, which are wide and inexpensive, cause little 

environmental effect and some operation matters [4,25-27]. 
 

Table 2. General working fluids for ORCs and their properties [25] 

 

 
 

Optimum working fluid is chosen for related ORC system according to the properties of the 

working fluid such as critical temperature, critical pressure, global warming potential (GWP), 

ozone depletion potential (ODP) and safety data values. As these values base the thermodynamic 

structure of the ORC system in terms of thermal efficiency and generator work value, different 

working fluids affect the system accordingly. Therefore, six different working fluids are studied. 

Efficiency of the ORC system changes depending on the used working fluid. In order to analyse 

and compare the thermal efficiencies of the system, different working fluids are applied. The 
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properties of the fluids R134a, R245fa, R152a, R11, R113 and R32 utilized in this study are seen 

in Table 2 [25,27-29]. The limitations related this study is that there are limited organic working 

fluids to choose for ORC systems and their GWP, ODP, safety limits to take into account. 

Furthermore, the mentioned comparison method is mathematical depending on the thermodynamic 

analysis of the cycle. The limitations of the comparison method are not only the condensation 

temperature, the evaporation temperature and pressure but also the efficiency of the pump and 

turbine. 

 

2.2. Thermodynamic Analysis 

 

The thermodynamic analysis of this studied ORC system was based on the main energy equations. 

Accordingly, the system of equations for the thermodynamic analysis are below [29,30]: 

 

Pump work input:  

Expander work output:  

Evaporator heat input:  

Condenser heat output:  

Efficiency:  

                                    

In order to explain some system variables to simulate and find the ORC system outputs, the 

efficiency of the pump and turbine is assumed to be 0.998, which is a reasonable efficiency value. 

The condensation temperature is varied in the range of 40 to 140 °C. The evaporation pressure is 

varied in the range of 42,205 to 42,355 bar. The evaporation temperature is varied in the range of 42 

to 300 °C. And, the thermodynamic analysis calculations of the ORC system simulations are done 

according to these energy equations and values [30,31].  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

As a result, six different working fluids R134a, R245fa, R152a, R11, R113, R32 were applied to 

this ORC system explained, via a simulation software, respectively. The thermodynamic outputs of 

the system were analysed and compared according to each working fluid.  

 

Within the system parameters explained above, when this ORC simulated with R11 working fluid, 

system thermal efficiency was calculated as 0,26. Then, it was calculated as 0.21 with R113, 0.20 

with R245fa, 0.14 with R134a, 0.13 with R152a, and 0.05 with R32 under the same working 

conditions. In terms of generator works results, R11 working resulted 826 kW generator work 

output, R152a working gave 600 kW generator work, R113 resulted 516 kW generator output, 

R245fa working gave 509 kW generator work, R134a resulted 397 kW generator work, and then 

R32 working gave the lowest generator work value as 191 kW. 
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4. Conclusions 
 

For this ORC system, the best suited working fluid was founded as R11 according to the 

simulation results analysed. The safety of R11 is also reasonable to utilize. Thus, R11 is the most 

efficient working fluid for this ORC in terms of system thermal efficiency and generator work 

output. Moreover, the second most efficient working fluid was found R113 for this system. The 

future work is on topic for the application of other working fluids. 
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